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continuity of simpler and more complex organic forms until
we reach man. The development of organic forms begins
with structures where the adjustment of environment and or-
ganism is obvious, and where anything which can be called
mind is at a minimum. As activity becomes more complex,
coordinating a greater number of factors in space and time,
intelligence plays a more and more marked r61e, for it has a
larger span of the future to forecast and plan for. The effect
upon the theory of knowing is to displace the notion that it is
the activity of a mere onlooker or spectator of the world, the
notion which goes with the idea of knowing as something com-
plete in itself. For the doctrine of organic development means
that the living creature is a part of the world, sharing its
vicissitudes and fortunes, and making itself secure in its pre-
carious dependence only as it intellectually identifies itself
with the things about it, and, forecasting the future conse-
quences of what is going on, shapes its own activities accord-
ingly. If the living, experiencing being is an intimate par-
ticipant in the activities of the world to which it belongs,
then knowledge is a mode of participation, valuable in tie
degree in which it is effective. It cannot be the idle view of an
unconcerned spectator.
(Hi} The development of the experimental method as the
method of getting knowledge and of making sure it is knowl-
edge, and not mere opinion — the method of both discovery
and proof — is the remaining great force in bringing about a
transformation in the theory* of knowledge. The experimental
method has two sides, (i) On one hand, it means that we
have no right to call anything knowledge except where our
activity has actually produced certain physical changes in
things, which agree with and confirm the conception enter-
tained. Short of such specific changes, our beliefs are only
hypotheses, theories, suggestions, guesses, and are to be
entertained tentatively and to^be utilized as indications of
experiments to be tried. (iiJ^On the other hand, the experi-

